
Holliston Community Farm Advisory Board

Minutes 03/03/2022

 

Members present:  Dennis Prefontaine, Kriss Westland, Dennis Serocki, Shannon Gratton, and 
Kristen Serocki

Meeting called to order at 7:02

Motion to approve the last meetings minutes by Dennis Prefontaine seconded by Shannon.  
Approved by all members.

 Seedling Sale:  Shannon worked on the flyer for the sale.  We picked May 18th and 21st for pick 
up days with a sale on the 21st during the pickup times.  The Holliston Community Farm Friends 
of Website is still down so Shannon couldn’t link the flyer to the site.   Kriss reached out to PJ 
about the website. We should start some of the herb seeds in the greenhouse later this month.

CPC- The outdoor bathrooms: Don Chemini came out to the farm to give us an idea about
installing outdoor bathrooms on the property. He mentioned 2 prefab units like the ones that are 
being
discussed for Goodwill Park. He estimates about $30000 for the units, but he is
not sure of the actual cost. Dennis P. feels it would benefit us to tag along with the Goodwill
Park plan, maybe we could get a cost break with ordering more units. Kriss will meet with 
the CPC and probably needs to draft
another application since we will be changing from a composting toilet to this option.
 

Site update- We need to plan a workday to clean out the barn, garage, and house.  We could do 
either March 12th or 13th depending on the weather also possibly the 26th or 27th.

Dennis S.  talked with Matt Dellicker about the trench o the greenhouse for the electric, he will 
come up with a quote for the project.  Kriss found another quote for $6500 for the job.

Select Board- We are not on the agenda this time, but we still need to find out if there is an 
issue with the verbiage of the leasing agreements or if it is just the word Lease?

Garden Plots- All are rented for the year.  There is a wait list.  Deb Moore and the garden Club 
are renting the ones at the Golf Course.  We do not know if they are full at this point.

Meeting Adjourned at 7:46




